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It is with some trepidation I enter Reid’s “not fit
for purpose” Home Office these days. When I
must I am usually reminded of the Groucho

Marx maxim “I’ve got strong values. I’m going to
stand tough on those values. And if you don’t like
those values… I’ve got others.” 

Yet here I am being invited to interview the head
of the Identity and Passport Service (IPS), possibly
the most controversial government department
according to the press, where not a day goes by
without horror headlines – ID card fiasco, data rape,
secret services storing iris and finger prints, sinister
surveillance societies, the ending of presumption of
innocence… and that’s before you read the tabloids.  

Who can manage this current challenge to give reputa-
tion to the National Identity Scheme? Step forward James
Hall. He spent his career with technology consultants
Accenture until September 2006 when he was appoint-
ed the first IPS chief executive with responsibility for
operation and management, including the  introduction of
identity cards and the National Identity Scheme. 

Any culture shock from the move is less than he
expected as he has discovered how little difference
there is between private and public planets: “Large
complex organisations owning larger complex
problems – similar issues, needing similar systems
processes and arrangements.” 

His first client after leaving university was the
Treasury in 1976, at a time of imposing cash limits
and when IMF was at the doors of the citadel for
the management of the economy. Hall’s next
assignment after a year was with one of the clearing
banks, and he says: “I couldn’t believe the slow-
moving, bureaucratic, full-of-jobsworth placehold-
ers.” While admitting banks have moved on, he
sees the civil service as changing and its bureaucra-
cy less than expected – and he is surprised by how
much “freedom of action his organisation has”.

There is talent too, but Hall admits the areas for
improvement “are huge”.  After only six months in
the job he highlights three areas for urgent action.  

There is, Hall says an “under-investment in tech-
nology with too much reliance on antiquated infor-
mation systems which slow us down”.

Who can manage 
the national 
ID scheme?
Step forward James Hall
James Hall is a leading example of government’s serious move to bring
strong private sector players into key public sector roles. As head of the
new Identity and Passport Service, he is charged with establishing the
controversial National Identity Scheme within a Home Office blamed
for blundering bureaucracy. He talks to Lynda King Taylor

Secondly, there is “too big a gulf of capability
between the best and the rest – the good are very,
very good, but there is too much middle manage-
ment that would usefully be much more valuable if
it was 10-15 per cent better”.

He confesses his reading of the latter is his third
problem. “Not enough churn – turnover of people,”
he says. “If organisations have too much turnover that
is unhealthy, and likewise, if there is too little. We
need turnover for refreshing ideas, offering opportuni-
ty for promotion and for moving people quickly up
through the organisation.” He believes they have been
“locked into an environment where people do not
move on, tending to stay and clog up the system.”
He says this sustains staleness – not something that
afflicted his previous organisation where “15 per cent
turnover was necessary to keep the arteries flowing”. 

The demands ahead are “not made any easier
when operating in a goldfish bowl with everyone
observing everything IPS is doing”. What Hall has
to achieve is endorsed by the Prime Minister, who
says that ID cards are essential in the fight against
crime, benefit fraud, identity theft and terrorism;
the identity card scheme is “essential if we are to
tackle the problems of the modern world”. 

Blair and Hall agree that although ID cards –
and the national identity database that will make
them effective – are not a complete solution, this
does not make them worthless as some would sug-
gest. Hall believes a national identity system will
have direct benefits in making the UK’s borders
more secure by countering illegal immigration and

that cards should be compulsory for all non-EU
foreign nationals looking for work.

On any list of public concerns, illegal immigra-
tion, crime, terrorism and identity fraud would fig-
ure towards the top. In each, identity abuse is a cru-
cial component. For Hall, it is all part of a changing
world: mass migration, easier travel, streamlined
services, and new technologies easily accessed. 

There are short-term, three-month goals that need
to be challenged before the longer term ones can hap-
pen. He says: “The job looks a bit bigger every time
you look at it. At first I thought the job was to physi-
cally deliver the identity scheme and cards. What I
now realise is that the job is about making a national
identity infrastructure a core part of a broader public
and private sector range of business processes.” 

While most people will have a card, he explains, it
“must also be ubiquitous in that people have many
and varied reasons for using the card because it is
part of doing lots of other things, whether it be con-
firming your identity with people from government,
private sector, operating online and so on. Our strate-
gic challenge is creating that ubiquity and that will
only come when you and me – consumers – believe
there are benefits to be had from having a secure
token of our identity that is easy to carry, easy to use,
making our life simpler and secure. We must be
evangelists for the scheme as well as deliverers.”

The scheme has many critics. Shami Chakrabarti,
director of the Liberty civil rights campaign, said:
“Public confidence in the government’s respect for our
personal privacy has never been lower. 

HALL: “most people
are in favour of what
we are seeking to do”

The good are very, very good, but there is too much middle management

that would usefully be much more valuable if it was 10-15 per cent better
“ “
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There is an urgent need to rebuild that
trust. The Prime Minister’s ambitions
for ID cards seem to grow as public
confidence in the scheme diminishes.
This will become a national suspects’
database. There is a creeping contempt
for our personal privacy.” 

Hall believes the work of the IPS
will make it possible, for the first
time, to check accurately those com-
ing into the country, their eligibility
to work, for free hospital treatment or
to claim benefits. “All the evidence
IPS has managed to accumulate so far
suggests that the majority of citizens
are quite comfortable with ID cards, as
they see it as part of the solution to
problems they feel very strongly
about. They also feel very strongly
about convenience and making their
lives easier. Put all that together and
we believe most people are in favour
of what we are seeking to do”.

I am interviewing Hall just after
horror headlines about fingerprinting
11-year-olds. Apart from stating there
are sadly a series of “information
tragedies, most of which are out of
date”, Hall says the reason there are
headlines is the playing on what is
perceived to be the subliminal con-
nection between fingerprints and
criminality: “Traditionally, people
took fingerprints in the process of
detecting crime… that is no longer
the case.  The fact IPS are taking fin-
gerprints has got nothing to do with
issues of crime – it is a very easy
way of identifying you uniquely.
Just as the 4.3 million who visit USA
every year give their fingerprints.”

He is upbeat about February’s
National Audit statement on how the
IPS has successfully completed its
introduction of e-passports on time
and to international standards. Hall
adds: “This was a project delivered
on time and below budget. Given
people presume government IT
schemes seem to be doomed to fail-
ure before they start – as that is the
only ones the public hear about –  it
shows government can and does, with
its business partners (in this case
SPSL), deliver successfully.”  

He knocks down the question,
raised by the NAO, of the
microchip’s two-year warranty and
the newness of biometric technology.
That inference, Hall says, is “non-

sense and ignores our conclusion that
a longer term warranty was dispro-
portionately expensive, placing a bur-
den that was not justified… We are
entirely confident that the chip will
last the passport term of 10 years”.  

The NAO is concerned that future
projects deliver value for money and
that the IPS should aim to improve its
engagement with other parts of govern-
ment. Hall says that in general govern-
ment has not been good at working
across departments, organisations and
agencies. From his observations, where
many feel accountability is rather
blurred, actually it is rather sharply
defined: “The pressures to do it differ-
ent are many and varied from many
corners of government – whether it be
about shared services, citizen-centric,
joined-up criminal justice – all are
causing a revolution and I’d like to
think IPS is at the heart of that.”  

Hall indicates IPS made a strategic
decision to re-use other government
assets wherever possible in deliver-
ing – demanding close working with
other parts of the Home Office and
other departments. “It is an absolute
pre-requisite. I’m delighted for IPS to
take a lead on that,” he says.

Currently Hall has no nightmares,
but he admits that a year on, IPS will
be in the latter stages of the procure-
ment process for the major compo-
nents of the scheme, and “I’ll definite-
ly be losing sleep if I feel we are being
delayed in that. We should be on the
cusp of making some pretty important
decisions of who our business partners
are. That’s where the most of my
thinking time will be towards 2008”.

In addition there’s Hall’s evangel-
ism role. This he hopes will bring
the scheme “alive for people”,
whether they be working in the
Criminal Records Bureau, other gov-
ernment departments, business or are
citizens applying for passports. 

James Hall is identified by a col-
league as personable, his interest
directed at others and not himself.
What you see is what you get. His
heart hums about the grassroots and
safeguarding what you’ve worked
hard for all your lives. He passionate-
ly believes you should not be milked
out by sophisticated criminal organi-
sations or by those who would pre-
tend they are you.

The job looks a bit bigger every time you look at it“ “


